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（The National Museum of Finland online: https://www.
kansallismuseo.fi/en/collections/suomalais-urgilainen-
kokoelma）のように、両グループをシベリア・タイプ
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The “War from Asia” and the Arctic Bow
Mitsuhiko OKAYASU*
 The “war from Asia” argument which posits that the “Asian War Complex” spilled over into the 
North American Arctic via the Bering Strait in the 12th century, thereby prompting the migration 
and expansion of the Thule peoples eastward, has been actively discussed in American archaeology 
and anthropology. This discussion is attributable to the appearance of composite bows and armor of 
Asian origin, the construction of defensive settlements and fortifications, and the increase in the re-
mains of those wounded in warfare.
 However, the Eurasian wood-laminated bow is quite different from the cable-backed-bow of the 
North American Arctic. The cable-backed bow is an archaic bow that draws its lineage from the 
Mesolithic flat bows. In contrast, the Eurasian wood-laminated bow is a newer type of bow that 
originated in the northern fringes of Eurasia, influenced by the sophisticated compound bow with a 
siyah (a hard handle attached to both ends of the bow that was first used in inland Eurasia during 
the rise of the Xiongnu tribal confederation).
 There may be insufficient evidence to conclude that the “war from Asia” in the context of the 
North American Arctic is based on the existence of composite bows. In fact, Asia had little impact 
on those historical complexes.
 What originated in the Bering Strait and spilled over into the North American Arctic was not the 
“Asian War Complex”, but the “Bering War Complex”. At about the same time, the Athapaskan 
War Complex” and the “Numic War Complex”, both of which existed on the North American con-
tinent, can be seen as constituting the “North American War Complex”, which has a historical con-
nection to the “North American War Complex”. Asia did not have a significant influence on those 
historical complexes.
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